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Psalm 8 
Andrew Kerr F.R.C.S.I., M.Th .. 

ABSTRACT. By detailed comparative analysis of Hebrew & Greek 
morphemes, this paper seeks firstly show that the Septuagint 
Translator of Psalm 8 engaged in deliberate messianic interpretation, 
on the basis of failed Israelite institutions, historical context and OT 
intertextuality, at a number of levels, and thence secondly to propose a 
new classification for levels of interpretation for the LXX translator of 
the Hebrew Psalter. 

In recent years, several publications have focused on proposed 
theologies of the Septuagint Translator of the Psalms (hence known 
as STP) in the field of LXX Studies. This paper, a sequel to my 
unpublished M.Th. Dissertation, 'A Messianic Theology of the LXX 
Translator of the Psalms: a comparative study of the Greek and 
Hebrew Texts,' 1 is a humble attempt to contribute to this ongoing 
debate. My modest aims are threefold. Firstly to determine whether 
the translation of Hebrew Ps. 82 displays the absence or presence of 
messianic exegesis. Secondly to outline the criteria for identification 
of messianic exegesis in the Psalter. Thirdly to propose a 
nomenclature for levels of messianic exegesis. After some 
preliminary considerations, I will discuss the results of textual 
analysis and will state my conclusions and make recommendations 
for further study. I hope this essay will be a fitting tribute to Prof. 
Stanley Mcivor from whose legacy I have benefitted indirectly. 

Working Principles. 
We reject narrow lexical definitions of Messianism in favour of a 
broader working definition, like that of Block and Collins.3 Though 

1 Henceforth denoted 'Dissertation'. 
2 Psalter references, unless otherwise state, are numbered according to the 
Greek text. Other LXX references are generally obvious from the name of 
the book quoted or referred to: when this is not the case, they are denoted 
MT or LXX for the Hebrew and Greek texts respectively. All other biblical 
quotations follow the MT numbering, even ifthe text differs, unless stated. 
3
D.I. Block, 'My Servant David: Ancient Israel's Vision of the Messiah' in: 

R.S.Hess, M.D. Carroll R. (eds.), Israel's Messiah In The Bible And The 
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the minimalistic tendencies of Lust4 and Fabry5are unduly cautious, 
and extensive messianic reworking of the Hebrew Vorlage by the 
STP in line with Schaper6 and Sailhamer is probable,7 Pietersma8 is 
correct to demand more methodological rigour from maximalists. In 
order to conduct this investigation I have made a number of 

Dead Sea Scrolls (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2003), p. 23, suggests a 
minimal modem technical definition of 'Messiah' as a future, authoritative, 
redemptive, eschatological, divinely commissioned, royal saviour who 
establishes the Kingdom of God. A similar approach is followed by W. 
Kaiser. Jnr., The Messiah in the Old Testament (Grand Rapids/Carlisle: 
Zondervan/Patemoster, 1995), pp. 14-18 and T.D. Alexander, 'Messianic 
Ideology in Genesis' in: P.E. Satterthwaite, R.S. Hess and G.J. Wenham 
~eds.), The Lord's Anointed, p. 21. 
Lust, Messianism, p. 177. A quartet of objections may be raised against his 

thesis: he fails to subject cited texts to the methodological rigour his strong 
declarations demand; he does not explain why messianising tendencies 
should be present at one place but absent in another; his examples of 
demessianisation are not clear-cut; and finally, while better explained as 
evidence of multiple translators or Masoretic eradication, neither suggestion 
solves every difficulty. 
5See 'Dissertation' pp. 8-9 for discussion ofH-J, Fabry, 'Messianism in the 
Septuagint' in: The Septuagint in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity: 
Bangor Theological Seminary Congress (2002) (Unpublished. Obtained by 
e-mail correspondence [May 2005]. Address available at website 
http://www.bts.edu/L:XX/LXX%20Program.htm#Toc 17771405), p. 1. 
6J. Schaper, Eschatology in the Greek Psalter (WUNT 2. Riehe 2; 76; 
Tubingen: Mohr 1995), pp. 174-175 detects " .. traces of the ideas of a 
transcendent 'Son of Man', of a powerful political leader and of a 
preexistent, quasi-divine Messiah." 
71. Sailhamer, 'Eschatology in the Greek Psalter: Joachim Schaper', JETS 
42:4 (1999), p. 741 
8 See Dissertation, p. 16, for a discussion of A. Pietersma, 'Messianism and 
the Greek Psalter: In Search of the Messiah' in: Colloquium Biblicum 
Lovaniense 53 (2004) (Prepublication e-mail correspondence [May 2005]. 
Available at http:www.chass.utoronto.ca/-pietersm/pietersma.html), p. 37. 
Yet unqualified applicability of DTS to biblical texts is questionable given 
uncertainty over translator presuppositions. 
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assumptions which are outlined in greater detail elsewhere,9 chief 
among which is that the LXX translation of the Psalms was the work 
of a single translator of considerable acumen and fidelity, whose 
literalistic modus operandi is revealed by systematic, interlinear 
comparison of Hebrew and Greek texts. to As previously proposed, I 
will employ a new seven-tier classification of levels of messianic 
exegesis. 11 I will seek to avoid the pitfalls of maximalist credulity 

9 See 'Dissertation' pp.4-20 & also a longer unpublished version of this 
~aper, available by e-mailing its author at handrewkerr@gmail.com. 

0R.J.V. Hiebert, 'Translation Technique in the Septuagint of Genesis and 
Its Implications for the NETS Version', BIOSCS 33 (2000), p. 79. For the 
difficulties involved, see J. Joosten, 'Elaborate Similes - Hebrew and Greek: 
A Study in Septuagint Translation Technique', in: R. Sollamo and S. Sipila 
(eds.), Helsinki Perspectives on the Translation Technique of the Septuagint 
(PFES 82; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2001), pp. 225-236. 
11

Dissertation, pp. 134-135. A significant body of evidence leads us to 
anticipate messianic exegesis not only at transcriptional (level 0), verbal 
(level 1 ), phrasal (level 2), clausal (level 3) level, but also at the 
superscriptional, sequential and canonical levels (levels 4-6). Level 4 
exegesis re-contextualises whole psalms and supplements level 0-3 
interpretations. Level 5 messianisation occurs both when the position of 
individual psalms within the present canonical sequence provides a wider 
context for the psalm in question, and previous and subsequent psalms. It 
also occurs when the presence or absence of superscriptions influences a 
sequence of psalms previously regarded as non-messianic. The combined 
preface to the Psalter, which provides a Davidic Covenantal setting for the 
whole Psalter, is an example of the former (Dissertation p. 24). The latter is 
exemplified by the Davidisation of the Enthronement Sequence in Ps. 92-
98. Level 6 interpretation occurs when the OT literature is provided with a 
new framework by the Greek Psalter: this is possible in light of a number of 
considerations: firstly, the post-exilic focus on messianic expectation, given 
the historical demise of Israelite institutions, particularly that of monarchy; 
secondly, the centrality of the Psalter to the life and liturgy of Second 
Temple religion; thirdly, the fact that the Psalter is 'The Tanak in 
Miniature', acting as both compendium of the theological traditions and 
historical experiences of Israel, and poetic versification of its Torah, 
prophecy and wisdom. While there is some justification for relegating level 
6 exegesis to reception history, intertestamental, rabbinical, apostolic and 
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and minimalist skepticism by a "medialist" approach, alert to faint 
traces of messianic exegesis, yet determined to subject each claim of 
messianisiation to rigorous scrutiny. My aim is to do this in a 
convincing, principled, disciplined fashion, 12 aided by DTS, 13 giving 
due weight given to translator fidelity, canonical position, historical 

patnstlc writers witness to its success in achieving the above suggested 
aims, which STP may well have had in mind. If refinement of this 
classification is needed, acknowledged interpretative omissions, additions 
and translations allow us to supplement the numerical classification 0-6 
with letters in superscript or subscript: for example, the omission of the STP 
in Ps. 109:3E-8 could be described as a level 2° or 20 interpretation. I will be 
delighted if this system of nomenclature is superseded by a more robust 
classification. For in-depth appraisal of the interpretative significance of 
canonical seams & Psalter sequence please consult G.H. Wilson, The 
Editing of the Hebrew Psalter (SBLDS 76; Chico, CA: Scholars 
Press, 1985), G.H. Wilson, 'The Structure of the Psalter: Theological 
Implications of the Shape and shaping of the Book of Psalms' in: vol. due 
for publication summer 2005 (kindly made available by IVP to T.D. 
Alexander [May 2005]), & G.H. Wilson, 'Use of the Royal Psalms at the 
Seams of the Hebrew Psalter', JSOT 35 (1986), pp. 85-94. 
12See A. Pietersma, 'Septuagintal Exegesis and the Superscriptions of the 
Greek Psalter' in: P.W. Flint and P.D. Miller (eds.), The Book of Psalms: 
Composition & Reception (SVT 99; Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2005. Pre
publication. Obtained by e-mail correspondence [May 2005). Address 
available online at http:www.chass.utoronto.ca/-pietersm/pietersma.html), 
p. 443, and A. Pietersma, 'Messianism and the Greek Psalter: In Search of 
the Messiah' in: Colloquium Biblicum Lovaniense 53 (2004) 
(Prepublication obtained by e-mail correspondence [May 2005). Address 
available at website http:www.chass.utoronto.ca/-pietersm/pietersma.html), 
p.2 . In Messianism, p. 37, fearing confusion of text transmission and text 
reception Peterson asserts: "What Septuagint Studies needs is a theory of 
translation as a basis for principled exegesis of the LXX as produced." 
Unqualified applicability of DTS to biblical texts is, however, questionable 
fiven uncertainty over translator presuppositions. 

3Pietersma, Superscriptions, pp. 444-450. J.W.M. Wevers, 'Text History 
and Text Criticism of the Septuagint', in: Congress Volume Gottingen 1977 
(SVT 29; Leiden: Brill, 1978), p. 401. 
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context, messianic milieu & both retrograde & antegrade 
intertextuality. 

Textual Analysis 

Analysis ofmorphology, 14 lexicography, 15 (including nominals16 and 
verbals'7), and structure (articles 18 and prepositions19

) of Ps. 820 

reveals an isomorphic translation adhering strictly to the source text 
(in line with STP's modus operandi)21 and several foci of exegetical 
interest upon which the ensuing discussion will concentrate. 

14
The general pattern revealed by DTS is that of a one-to-one isomorphic 

translation of the Hebrew into Greek, in which quantitative considerations 
take precedence over qualitative concerns. 
15 

As a rule, full Hebrew lexemes are translated into Greek by stock 
equivalents in a generally predictable (though not necessarily semantically 
identical), exegetically insignificant fashion. Exceptions are KatEOtT]om;; 
v7af3, failure to render c::_ in v8aE, and other minor differences which can be 
accounted for on the basis of style, clarification or emphasis. 
16

The absence of nominals suggests deviation from STP's modus operandi. 
17 

See later comments on verbals, pp. 26 ff .. 
18

The definite article appears five times in the Hebrew in vlE, v2aiiL, v2b6, 
v9aL, vlOiiL and on each occasion is represented by the Greek article. 
Twenty-one times the Greek article is supplied where it is formally absent 
in the Hebrew, in a syntactically predictable fashion, in vlaL, v2af3, v2aiiy, 
v2biiy, v3aK, v3ba, v4ay,6, v5ba, v7aE,6, v7b6, v8bli,T], v9aa,y,T], v9ba, 
v 1 Oai~ and v 1 Oaiiy. The only noteworthy use is in the superscription v 1 ~. 
which is addressed above, pp. 1 Off. 
'9s f . . , l . ee comments on use o preposition UTTEpavw, a rare trans at10n 
equivalent, pp. 28 ff .. 
20 Regrettably, due to printing constraints, it was impossible to include the 
table of the parallel morpheme maps for Psalm 8, originally attached as 
Appendix 2 to my 'Dissertation.' This can be obtained from the author by 
email at handrewkerr@gmail.com. 
21

This strict pattern of morpheme equivalence pervades the Psalter, as our 
textual study shows, with the exception, perhaps, of Ps. 2, where it is less 
marked, and of atypical verbal and clausal translations. It is hard to square 
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Level Four-Six Exegesis: Superscription Material. 

In another place I have given a brief synopsis of superscription 
material in the LXX Psalter and supplied a considerable body of 
evidence that indicates messianic exegesis with respect to historical 
notices, authorship and 'liturgical' headings.22 It is unsurprising, 
then, to find that Psalm 8 commences with a perplexing 
superscription for whose explanation, to date, scholarly consensus is 
lacking,23 namely the rendering ofn::rn:'? by EL<; rn TEA.o<;. 

Several possible explanations have been advanced. Some suggest 
mistranslation. This assumes uncertainty, confusion or incompetence 
on the part of STP in rendering what was originally a liturgical note 
of considerable antiquity. 24 While this would match the hesitation 
with which other terms in superscriptions are regarded, this is 
unlikely given the translator's demonstrable linguistic competence, 25 

this with T. Muraoka, 'Pairs of Synonyms in the Septuagint Psalms' in: 
R.J.V. Hiebert, C.E. Cox and P.J. Gentry (eds.), Old Greek Psalter, p. 43, 
whose negative assessment is due to his " .. relatively small database." 
22Dissertation, pp. 123-131. 
23

See H-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (trans. H.C. Oswald; A Continental 
Commentary; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), pp. 29-30, for a summary of the 
state of the present debate. 
24

P.C. Craigie, Psalms 1-50 (WBC 19, Waco: Word, 1983), p. 33 remarks 
"it may simply indicate a lack of musical or liturgical knowledge on the part 
of the translators or the lack of equivalent or appropriate terminology in the 
Greek language." Similarly Pietersma, Superscriptions, p. 462, rather 
dogmatically, rejecting the view of Rosel, states as "observable facts" 
firstly, the failure to understand the Hebrew musical term; secondly, the 
STP erroneously derived it from 'wine-press'; thirdly, by mixing up the 
matres lectiones, he viewed it as plural; fourthly, an isomorphic rendition. 
Unfortunately Pietersma confuses opinion and assumption with observation. 
He fails to take into account the evidence noted above, completely 
disregarding the metaphorical use of winepress in other biblical texts, which 
both predate and postdate the LXX. This is prejudiced minimalism. 
25H.M. Orlinsky, 'The Septuagint as Holy Writ and the Philosophy of the 
Translators', HUCA 46 (1975) pp. 89-114. On p. 109 he argues for the 
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and his familiarity with temple liturgical practices,26 which he 
correctly interprets elsewhere. Selection of approximate liturgical 
equivalents was well within his capabilities. 

Others assume literal translation. 27 In this case, being ignorant of the 
meaning of n::rn:;,, STP left the interpretative decision to readers by 
representing each Hebrew element of the superscription by an 
equivalent Greek morpheme, namely an inseparable preposition;,, a 
participial marker of the substantive r:, and a triliteral root n;;j. While 
this harmonises with the modus operandi of the STP, two obvious 
points militate against this solution. Firstly as it stands Ei.i; ro tEA.oi; 

is good Greek which makes perfect sense.28 Secondly tEA.oi; means 
'end.'29 

excellence of the LXX with respect to the MT for six reasons, namely it was 
written by Jews for Jews, it was translated on the principle of verbal 
equivalence, by a single author, from a fixed Vorlage, in a single milieu, 
using a canonical text. 
26For example Ps. 94:1, a liturgical addition and Ps. 28:1 & 29:1, which are 
liturgical notes. See also Schaper, pp. 131-133. For an negative assessment, 
see Pietersma, Superscriptions, p. 462. 
27

This is a feature of both the STP and LXX in general. So Orlinsky, p. 106, 
as morpheme mapping confirms. 
28

The meaning of the phrase itself does not pose an insurmountable 
problem. The difficulty comes when we try to ascertain what it signifies in 
the context of the psalm superscriptions, particularly when considered in 
relation to its Hebrew Vorlage. I sense that a major obstacle has arisen 
precisely due of a failure to take the Greek, as it stands, on its own terms. If 
we simply try to understand Eli; w tEA.oi; on its own terms, then the choice 
of the translator becomes easier to vindicate. 
29

J.H. Thayer, 'Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament (Complete 
and Unabridged. Electronic Edition of International Bible Translators Inc. 
1998-200. Formatted and Modified by M.S. Bushell 2001 )' in: M. Bushell 
and M.D. Tan (eds.), Bible Works for Windows 5.0 (Bigfork, MT: 
Hermeneutica, 2001), gives the meaning of TEA.oi; in one of four principal 
senses: the end limit or termination at which a thing ceases to be; the end of 
a series or last in succession; the end, close or issue by which something is 
finished; the end, goal, or purpose to which all things relate. While in the 
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Finally this demonstrates interpretation. The translation 'to/for the 
end' may be a musical expression 'play to the end or the song,' 30 or 
betray messianic prognostication regarding the eschatological period 
'for the end of time, for the period of the last days, for the fulfillment 
of all things' or an eschatological person 'for the end-time person, 
Christ, or Davidic King.' Several considerations favour messianic 
exegesis. 

For a start, this eschatological nuance is well recognised in the LXX, 
contemporaneous Jewish Apocalyptic writings and New Testament. 31 

When the LXX Psalter utilises the phrase EL<; tEA.o<; outside the 
superscriptions, it always means 'to/for the end or forever . .Ji STP 
flexibility in the insertion/omission of the Greek definite article, 
when it suits his purpose, has been noted elsewhere. It therefore 
appears that while, in this instance, this phrase is anarticular, there is 
every indication that the translator intended the superscription to be 

classical period tEA.rn; was always used to describe the termination of some 
act or state and never of a period of time (tEA.EUtTJ), the temporal use is 
frequently used, both of the time period (2 Ki. 8:3, Neh.13 :6, 1 Cor. 10: 11 ), 
and, by extension, the one who terminates it (Rom. 10:4). The nuance of 
meaning is determined by context. See also G. Delling, 'telos' in: TDNTA, 
pp. 1161-1166, for a comprehensive survey oftEA.o~ and related words. 
30The principal difficulties are, firstly, that there would have been better 
ways of signifying 'musical finale/climax,' especially since the STP is 
capable of paraphrastic clarification elsewhere, and, secondly, a lack of 
biblical and extrabiblical parallels. 
31Delling, p. 1161, notes that EL~ tEA.o~ can mean "forever" in the LXX, 
while in the NT tEA.o~ signifies "the eschatological end or conclusion." 
32 Ps. 9:1, 7, 19, 32; 12:1,2; 16:11; 17:1,30; 43:1,24; 48:1,10; 51:1-7; 67:1, 
7; 73:1,3,10,11, 19; 76:1,9; 78:5; 89:46; 102:9. Notice the comment ofG.H. 
Wilson, Psalms Vol. 1 (NIV AC; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2002), pp. 80-
81, who concedes "The rather standard instruction 'To the director' is 
translated EL~ to tEA.o~ ('To the end [of time]'). Unfortunately, Wilson 
regards this translation as a mistake. 
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interpreted temporally, eschatologically or messianically. This is not 
the "closed Greek-Hebrew equation" that Pietersma thinks! 33 

Next, Psalm 17 confirms our suspicion. This phrase in question crops 
up in v. 1 and again in v. 36. The context is important. The psalm 
celebrates deliverance of David and his royal descendants from his 
foes. The occurrence of horn v3, enemies v4, 18, 38, 41and49, two 
ways motif v22-23, refuge v3 l, insurrection of foreign nations v44-
46 & 48, king v51a, anointed v5lb, David and his seed v51c, unites 
this psalm semantically and theologically with the combined preface 
(see Dissertation pp. 23-25). This points to an eschatological, 
messianic superscription. 34 

Moreover, assuming that its Hebrew Vorlage predates the LXX 
psalms, Daniel 9:24 (LXX) bolsters such a view. 

EP6oµ~Kovta EP6oµa6E~ EKp[S~aav ETIL tov A.a6v aou Kai. 
ETIL t~V TIOALV :ELWV OUVtEAE08fjvaL t~V aµapt[av Kai. 
tch; a6LKLa~ anav[aaL ml. anaA.E'i1jim ta~ a6Lda~ Kai. 
bLavo~Sf]vaL to opaµa Kai. 6o8f]vaL bLKaLOOUV~V aLWVLOV 
Kal OUVtEAE08fjvaL tO Opaµa Kal EUqJp&.vaL ayLOV ay[wv 

.Two things can be said. Firstly the phrase 'the Most Holy' or 'Holy 
of holies' may or may not be Messianic. 35 Secondly the use of the 

33
Pietersma, Superscriptions, p. 468. 

34
The only serious objection to this view would be the use of this phrase in 

the superscription of Ps. 51: l. hi. what sense could David's experience of 
forgiveness be pointing to an eschatological or messianic reality? Given the 
promised of redemption from sin (Gen. 3, Ps. 129), the Levitical atonement 
system of Temple worship, suggestive prophetic passages (Isa. 53, Zee. 
13: 1) and the decline in the monarchy and Temple worship, it is not hard to 
understand that, by this time, many within post-exilic Judaism were looking 
forward to spiritual deliverance. Perhaps all these biblical and historical OT 
influences were brought to bear on the translation of the Psalter. 
35J. Goldingay, Daniel (WBC 30: Dallas: Word, 1989), p. 229. The 
evidence is ambiguous but cannot be ruled out a priori on semantic or 
syntactical grounds. 
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ouvtEAEW word-group is regularly employed by Daniel in 
eschatological and messianic passages, and can be synonymous with 
tEA.Ew elsewhere,36 as Schaper has also noted.37 It is not surprising to 
find, that in Ps. 7: 10, a cry for enemy resistance to be brought to an 
end, employs this same word group, in a deviation from his modus 
operandi which is therefore exegetically significant. 38 While the 
Greek text of Daniel postdates the LXX Psalter, it reflects 
theological convictions probably current, at least in embryonic form, 
at the time of the translation of the latter. In light of other postulated 
intertextual connections between the Daniel and the LXX Son of 
Man theology, we suggest that our translator has deliberately 
interpreted this superscription in a messianic and eschatological 
fashion. Given the fact that Daniel chs. 7-12 share a similar 
orientation, it seems that this translation choice was based on 
Danielic intertextuality, which undergirded his own convictions. Was 
this consistent with the original viewpoint of the Hebrew Vorlage or 

36
Dat. 11:13 reads "Kai. ETILOtpEljJEL ~aOLAEUc; tou ~opp<i Kal a~EL oxA.ov 

TioA.uv uTIEp rov TipotEpov rnl. Etc; to tEA.oc; rwv rnLpwv EvLaurwv 
ETIEA.EfoEtaL Elo66La (:v ouvaµEL µqaA.u Kai. i:v uTiap~EL TioUiJ." Clearly Elc; 
to tEA.oc; is synonymous with rnm ouvtEA.ELav and so unarguably acts as a 
temporal, eschatological marker, in line with Delling, p. 1163. 
37 Schaper, pp. 65-68 & 143-152. 
38

The LXX reads ouvtEA.rn6~tw Ii~ TIOVT)p(a &.µaptwA.wv Kai. KatEu6uvEl.c; 
li(KaLov ha(wv KapMac; rnl. vE<f>pouc; 6 6E6c;. This is exegetically significant 
as a word search of the LXX occurrences of the verb in question confirms: 
Gen. 2:lf; 6:16; 17:22; 18:21; 24:15, 45; 29:27; 43:2; 44:5; 49:5; Exod. 
5:13f; 36:2; 40:33; Lev. 16:20; 19:9; 23:22, 39; Num. 4:15; 7:1; Deut. 
26:12; 31:1, 24; 32:23, 45; 34:8; Ps. 7:10; 118:87). The stock Hebrew 
equivalent of ouvtEA.Ew is ;i',: which is employed on all but five out of 
twenty-seven occasions in the LP (three times the STP does not use a verbal 
equivalent and once each it renders the verbs ~'?~ and c~n. Never 
elsewhere in the LP or LPs is it used as an equivalent of i~J as it is in Ps 
7:10. This Hebrew verb occurs on four other occasions in the MT Psalter, 
namely Ps. 12:2, 57:3, 77:9 and 138:8 where it is translated by the Greek 
verbs EKAELTIW, EVEpyELpW, aTIOKOTitW and &vtaTIOOLOWµL. 
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meaning.47 Such a view is reinforced by the later translation of 
Habbakuk which employs this phrase in a remarkable fashion.48 

What was the theological motive behind this translation? While it 
may simply have been linguistic,49 anti-liturgical,50 or pro
theological,51 the main purpose was probably to promote a messianic 
understanding of the Psalter. In favour of this, firstly the Greek 
translation was made against the background of a defunct priesthood 

47
In this matter Delekat, cited by Kidner, Psalms 1-72 (TOTC; Downers 

Grove/Leicester: IVP, 1975), p. 40, is more perceptive than most. He 
suggests that EL<; to tEA.o<; translates what was originally a responsive 
liturgical phrase 'evermore', akin to a choral amen. However this, he 
believes, was later misinterpreted as a reference to 'the excellent one' who 
wrote the psalm, which led, in tum, to identification with David, Asaph and 
others. 
48

It is remarkable that Hab. 3:19 not only translated the Hebrew 'to the end' 
with the Greek verb auvnA.Ew but also puts it in the middle of the verse, 
seemingly to prevent any confusion that it might be a liturgical designation. 
Furthermore, comparison with the MT of Ps. 18:33 and Ps 29:9 and their 
Greek equivalents, confirms what we have noticed elsewhere. The text of 
Hab. 3:19 reads KUpLoc; b 8Eoc; Mvaµ[c; µou Kai. ta~n touc; n66ac; µou EL<; 

auvtE'A.nav E'ITL ta lllj/T]AcX E'ITL~L~ µE tOU VLKfjGa.L EV tfl c.i>ou autou and is 
the STP's rendition of '!:'liJ'J):l IJ,~~o~ 'J?.i"'1~ •,i:iiof ':l,.P1 ni':l~tt~ '·~~J cfP,~1 
•':l•n '•t1~ ;m1•. 
491~ o~h;r ~o~ds the STP simply reflected, as accurately as possible, the 
Hebrew text before him. 
50

With the historical, moral, and spiritual failure of the Temple institutions, 
the LXX translators were anxious to direct readers away from the cultus. 
Against this we note a deep commitment to Palestinian Judaism within the 
Hellenised Jews, so Olofsson, p. 3, & many references to temple worship 
which appear as insertions in LXX superscription material, notably Ps. 92: l, 
93:1, 94:1 & 95:1. However, the main aim, as G.H. Wilson, Structure, p. 
14, suggests, is not to highlight Temple institutions but stress the abiding 
nature of the Davidic covenant. 
51 

In other words, studied reflection on the Psalter in the synagogues of 
Alexandria was considered, by STP, to be of more benefit than speculation 
regarding liturgical directions of a crumbling Temple institution. 
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and crippled monarchy. A messianic figure who could bring in the 
eschaton, establish the Kingdom, and restore true Worship, was 
required. Secondly we notice that this superscription is frequently set 
side by side with.,,.,_ The solution to the current crisis, provided by 
the STP, is the promised Davidic Messiah. Thirdly we have already 
noted the clear intention in the opening preface of the LPs to 
messianise the Hebrew Vor/age. When we consider that Ps 8 is set 
in context of the Davidic Covenant v. 1, enemy threats v. 3, a 
coronation of a cosmic ruler v. 6, world subjugation v. 7-9, we need 
not doubt that these theological themes are intertwined with those of 
the preface.52 This brings us to the second significant portion of the 
superscription. 

What should be made of the STPs translation UTIEp mv A.Tjvwv? 

Again unsurprisingly, suggested proposals lack firm consensus. 
Among scholars "the meaning of n•n" is not known with any 
certainty."53 The LXX rendering 'for the winepresses' leaves us with 
two possibilities: either this is a mistaken or correct translation with 
or without messianisation. 

Pietersma delineates four mistakes as "observable facts." Firstly the 
translator fails to comprehend the musical terminology. Secondly the 

52
We concur with B. Lindars (source unkown) who notes intertextual links 

between Pss. 2, 8 & 109. 
53Craigie, p. 105. It may refer to a musical instrument, a tune or setting, an 
historical event or person associated with the city of Gath, its Gittite natives, 
or the winepress or vintage. See the discussion of the term n·n~ in Kidner, 
Psalms 1-72, p. 41, Craigie, p. 105, Delitsch, p. 91, Terrien, p. 31, E.S. 
Gerstenberger, Psalms Part 1: with an Introduction to Cu/tic Poetry (FOTL 
14; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988), p. 67, and H-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 
p. 31. A helpful survey of pre-critical interpretations can be found in W.S. 
Plummer, Psalms: A Critical and Expository Commentary with Doctrinal 
and Practical Remarks (original place & publisher unknown, 1867 [GCS; 
repr.; Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 1975]), pp. 120-121. Note also C.H. 
Spurgeon, The Treasury of David Volume (3 vols.; London; publisher 
unknown: 1861 [repr.; Peabody: Hendrickson, 1963]), pp. 82-84. 
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lexical derivation of Greek winepress is from Hebrew n:i. Thirdly by 
misreading· for , he converts a singular noun into a plural. Fourthly 
his rendition is isomorphic. He further rejects the view of Rosel that 
the STP, influenced by the prophetic writings, took A.rivo<;; as a 
metaphor for a display of God's power. For Pietersma this is 
"interpretation .. based on ignorance" but not "exegesis or exposition" 
based on "a cognitive process that denied the psalms in question 
were 'Gittith' but had to do with wine-presses instead." Messianic 
ideas, he concludes, are present at text reception level only. 54 

Pietersma must be challenged on a number of counts. Firstly, he 
provides no internal or external documentary evidence whatsoever to 
verify that the expression n•n:i:i-'?:i refers to a musical instrument, tune 
or song.55 Secondly, it does not seem entirely unreasonable that the 
STP, along with most interpreters ancient and modem, should derive 
the term n·n:i:i-'?:i from n:i, the name of the Philistine city which itself 
means winepress.56 Thirdly, there are feasible explanations as to why 
the STP would read nin:i for n·n:i thus , for '· It is reasonable to 
suppose that the vowel letter was absent from the earlier autograph. 
Equally, it might be argued, on the basis of the frequent apparent 
interchangeability of , in biblical Hebrew ', or of a scribal copyist 
error, that it was quite legitimate to read the plural form. Further, it is 

54Pietersma, Superscriptions, p. 462. 
55

To be sure some ancient Jewish interpreters suggest a musical term. Since 
nowhere, as far as I am aware, is the term cited this way in a different 
context, this would seem to be· an unsubstantiated scholarly assumption. 
This in turn seems to be founded on the belief that the superscription must 
refer to some sort of liturgical direction, based on our knowledge of the use 
of the Psalter in Temple worship. But what concrete evidence is there for 
assuming that such a principle is relevant in connection with this particular 
superscription? Why do we assume that the STP was ignorant of the term? 
Could the charge of ignorance be laid at the door of others? 
56There is no need to resort to some imaginary lexical root when there is a 
perfectly feasible canonical option available whose meaning is well 
testified. To do so is linguistic suicide. It is far from certain that such a root 
has been provided from cognate languages. 
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not beyond the realms of possibility that n'n:i:i is a qal passive 
participle form, thereby signifying 'the one who by whom the 
winepress will be trodden'. If this is in fact the case then there is but 
a short step to 'for the winepress'. Fourthly his unwarranted and 
sweeping rejection of Rosel is rooted in opinions which are 
prejudicial to careful examination of the evidence. On the other hand, 
other considerations affirm judicious translation. 

For one thing, n:i, or 'winepress', is most often found in the O.T. with 
a figurative meaning. "Winepress served as a ready metaphor and 
concrete image for Israel's writers and prophets. The vision of God 
treading the winepress became a powerful image of God's wrath."57 

n'n:i, allegedly a feminine, gentilic adjective, inextricably linked with 
Gath, can mean 'instrument,' 'melody,' or 'winepresser.' The only 
convincing cognate is provided by rabbinical Aramaic where it 
"signifies a female wine-vat treader."58 These facts alone suggest that 
the choice of the STP was more astute than many have recognised. 

Further, a survey of the use of rwv A.rivwv or 'of the winepresses' 59 in 
the LP60 and Prophets,61 unearths two relevant texts. The first is Neh. 
13:15. It records the indignation of Nehemiah at the breach of the 
Sabbath by 'grape-treading' countrymen. 

57
E. Carpenter, 'n/ in: NIDOTTE (Vol. 1), pp. 903-904. 

58
R.H. O'Connell, 'n'n;' in: NIDOTTE (Vol. 1), pp. 904-905. 

59
It is used twenty-eight times and in eight forms in the LXX and NT (Gen. 

30:38, 41; Exod. 22:28; Num. 18:27, 30; Deut. 15:14; 16:13; Jda. 6:11; Jdg. 
6:11; 2 Ki. 6:27; Neh. 13:15; Ps. 8:1; 80:1; 83:1; Prov. 3:10; Sir. 33:17; 
Hos. 9:2; Joel 1:17; 2:24; 4:13; Isa. 63:2; Jer. 31:33; Lam. 1:15; Matt. 
21:33; Rev. 14:19f; 19:15). 
60

It is used on a total of six occasions to represent the nouns ~ni, JJ~i or 
:::i.p' with the meaning 'watering trough' or 'winepress.' 
61

In these books it is used eleven times, predominantly to translate the 
nouns :::l.i'', m, and only once the noun :-iiiJ~~ (granary housed together 
with winepress) with the same meaning. 
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t:?9ii• t:',K'::l~i K~-':i:;:] 't:'J~ni C~::l~~ r:-"Jt:t1 C''ibr:);:t-':iti c:ot?il,1 
,,~ c,:i:i~ c:i~:i ;•llt;t1 n,:;iw::i ci~:i 

Ev tcd~ ~µi:p1u~ EKELVetL~ Etliov Ev Ioulia Tiett0uvm~ A.rivou~ 
Ev tcil aap[XXtc.y Ka t qii:povm~ lipayµata Ka t Em yEµ [( ovm~ 
E'!Tl tOU~ ovou~ KCll o1vov KCll ata<PuA.~v KCll OUKCl KCll Tiav 
[XXatayµa KCll qii:povta~ El~ IEpoooaA.riµ EV ~µi:p~ wu 
aapp&wu Ketl ETIEµaptupaµriv Ev ~µi:p~ TipaaEw~ autwv 

The fact that ni~n::•::::, is translated mx:rnuvrnc; .A.rivouc; indicates that 
the meaning of the Hebrew plural noun was well-established. It is 
possible that the STP mistakenly read n1n:i instead of n•n:i. 
Alternatively these forms may be near synonyms. Further comments 
above regarding middle root consonant interchangeability & copyist 
error, suggest a participial form translated 'winepress' by STP. 

The second is Isaiah 63:2. It focuses on the coming of the 
eschatological redeemer in 62: 12b and 63:4b.62 

liux tL aou Epu0pa ta lµ&na KCll ta EvliUµata aou w~ 
a'!To 'TTCltlltOU A.rivou 

He is pictured in bloodstained garments 63: 1-2, trampling the 
winepress of his anger 63 :2, simultaneously judging the peoples and 
saving Zion 62:10-12, 63:5-6.63 This can only refer to the Messianic 
Servant-King.64 "The Anointed One states his wrath but does not 
explain or justify it .. the Anointed One cycle provides the reason: the 

62J.D. Watts, Isaiah 34-66 (WBC 25; Waco: Word, 1987), p. 322 
commenting on this verse, notes "redemption suggests the restoration of 
order that had previously existed" and the " .. putting down rebellion". 
63

/bid, p. 321, though, contra Watts, we do not believe him to be some 
"symbol of Persian imperial power." 
64Given the clear parallel motifs of deliverance of Zion, Isa. 52:1-12, the 
bared arm of Yahweh 52:10, and the salvation working suffering servant of 
Yahweh 52:13-53:12, and his accomplished redemption 54:5, this can only 
refer to the Anointed Servant King. 
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subjection of the Lord's people to oppressive enemies must be 
overthrown. "65 What we must not miss here, in both texts, is the 
theme of eschatological redemption through the instrumentality of a 
messianic saviour and judge, expressed in the winepress metaphor. 
Though there are a number of possible explanations as to why the 
STP employed the superscription equivalent unEp -rwv A.rivwv,66 none 
of them satisfies. The best contention, that this represents deliberate 
messianic exegesis, is bolstered by several arguments. 

Firstly the phrase only occurs in LPs three times, in Ps. 8: 1, 80: 1 and 
83: 1. It is interesting that in each case the psalm is drawn from a 
different collection, variously attributed to the David, Korab and 
Asaph. This points away from liturgical directions to common 
themes and motifs. Secondly thematic links are not easy to find at 
first glance, but on closer inspection of the psalm sequence 81-84, 
giving full weight to canonical shape, and noting the comments of 
Terrien, it becomes clear that if this is indeed a messianic 

65
So A.J. Motyer, The Prophecy of Isaiah (Leicester: IVP, 1993), p. 511. 

From a different perspective C. Westermann, Isaiah 40-66 (trans. D.M.G. 
Stalker; OTL; London: SCM 1969), comments, p. 384, "what supremely 
marks off 63: 1-6 from the rest of the book is the fact that it depicts the battle 
which annihilates the nations as one waged by a single person .. bespattered 
all over with blood .. The 'nations' form a single entity, the eschatological 
'foe' .. the whole thing is apocalyptic." However, we doubt this is myth! 
66

Perhaps he used it as an appropriate symbol of joy. Just as the gittith was 
an instrument for making joyful music, so the gathering and pressing of 
grapes at harvest-time was a happy occasion. This is possible since change 
of metaphor was an accepted convention among translators around this 
period, according to Sollamo. Alternatively it may have been employed to 
indicate that this psalm was appropriate for use on joyous occasion such as 
the wine harvest. What better way for a wine presser to pass the time than 
meditating on God's goodness to man or His coming messiah. Also it may 
have been an attempt to divert attention away from a liturgical setting, 
assuming that some of his studied contemporaries knew the meaning of the 
term 'gittith' (and didn't just guess at the meaning as Pietersma and Tov 
suggest), given the failure of the Temple to live up to expectations and the 
rise of the Hasmonean dynasty. 
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superscription, it is well placed. 67 Further detailed analysis of this 
point goes beyond the scope of the present study. Thirdly, the 
meaning of the terms in Greek is unambiguous and clear. 68 Fourthly, 
if the Pentateuch was used as a lexicographical aid, there is no 
indication that EL<;; i:wv A.rivwv was employed as a stock term in the 
psalms. It seems more likely to have been a term chosen for its 
ability to convey a theological motif. In light of DTS, this is highly 
significant. Fifthly, we must look at this superscription in light of 
what we know about the shape and intertextuality of the Psalter. 
Sixthly, a relecture of Psalm 8, in light of this winepress image, now 
begins to make better sense. Now its eschatological messianic 
orientation comes to the fore. While the created glory and dignity of 
Adamic man in his state of innocence is cause enough to celebrate, 
this song rings hollow in light of human sin and the demise of the 
Davidic line. It is hard to resist the conclusion that the STP, 
cognizant of this fact, employed the winepress imagery of Isaiah, and 

67
Ps. 80:15-16 promises the deliverance of God's people through the 

eschatological subjugation of their enemies. Ps. 81:6-7 warns world leaders 
of the imminent destruction that awaits them unless they repent of their 
partiality, wickedness and unjust oppression of the weak and needy, at the 
final eschatological judgment, when the nations will belong to God as an 
inheritance 81 :8. Ps. 82:3, 4-9 portrays a conspiracy between the heads of 
enemy nations whose overthrow, 82:9-13, pictured in O.T. metaphors 
(Judges 4: 15 & 24, 5:21, 7:25, 8:3.), ends in eschatological judgment 82:16-
18. In Ps 83 :6 (note the use of singular &vEp) & 8 the psalmists pilgrimage 
to Zion is bound up with the fate ofYahweh's Anointed 83:10. As M. Tate, 
Psalms 51-100 (WBC 20; Dallas: Word, 1990), p. 360, notes, referring to 
the MT "The most natural explanation ofvlO is that the King is intended as 
the object of prayer . .the King was considered to be an 'extended arm' of 
Yahweh, who intervenes and establishes justice .. the prayer in 84:10 is for 
Yahweh to look with favour on the king/priest so that his reign can be 
established and prosper." See also the comments of Terrien, p. 601, who is 
open-minded about a possible eschatological interpretation "The word 
anointed did not originally mean an eschatological 'messiah' but referred to 
an anointed leader oflsrael." 
680n each occasion used, it means trough, winepress, granary or a related 
term, by derivation, like winepresser. 
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the eschatological motifs of Daniel, in an attempt to bring out the 
messianic solution latent but inherent in the text. Bleeding grapes 
pulped under the winepressers feet become a fitting image of a 
greater Adam trampling the eschatological enemies of Yahweh. In 
this way the STP weaves several strands of his theology together. 
Zion's Messiah, David's legitimate successor, and Adam's rightful 
heir (Ps 8:5-6) will crush rebels (Ps 2:9-12), in His winepress of 
wrath (Ps. 8:3 & 7), treading on proud heads (Ps. 82:3; 109:1 & 6) in 
eschatological judgment (Ps. 109:6, 1:5-6, 2:12, 80:15-16, 81:8, 
82:17-19). 

It was natural that the NT should make these links more explicit in 
the rod of iron/winepress imagery of Psalm 2, 8 and 109 in Rev 
14:19-20, 19:15,69 by recourse to the LXX. Thus the LPs became a 
natural bridge to full-blown, NT, messianism. This was not simply a 
question of text reception but text transmission. STP intentionally 
fosters the hope of redemption generated by contemplation of the 
Hebrew Vorlage in light of intertextuality and the prevailing 
historical circumstances. 70 

69
Rev. 14:19-20 & 19:15 read ... KO:L EPo:A.Ev 0 rxyyEA.or:, 1:0 lipbro:vov O:U!OU 

ELC:, 1:~V y~v KO:L E!puy~OEV 1:~V rxµTIEAOV 1:~C:, y~r:, KO:L EPo:A.Ev ELC:, 1:~V A.~vov 
1:0u 8uµou 1:0u 8EOu rov µEyo:v. Ko:I. ETio:r~e~ ~ A.~voc:, E~w8Ev r~r:, noA.Ewr:, 
KO:L E~~A.8Ev o:tµo: EK 1:~C:, A.~vou axpl !WV xo:A.wwv !WV 'Lnnwv UTIO omliLwv 
XLA.l.wv E:~o:Kool.wv ... KO:L EK 1:0u or6µ0:1:0r:, o:u1:0u EKTIOpEVEml poµ<jio:l.o: 
O~ELO:, 'l.vo: EV o:urn TI0:1:rX~1J ra E8v~. KO:L O:U!OC:, TIOLµO:VEL O:U!OUC:, EV {>aPli<¥ 
Olli~p~. KO:L O:U!OC:, TIO:!EL 1:~V A.~vov !OU o'lvou !OU 8uµou 1:~C:, opy~r:, !OU 
8EOu 1:0u no:v1:0Kpa1:0por:,. See also 1 Cor. 15:21-28, 45-49 & Heb. 2:5-9. 
70

See comments of Thomas Goodwin in Spurgeon, p83-84 "Any one that 
reads the Psalm would think that the Psalmist doth but set forth old Adam in 
his kingdom, in his paradise, made a little lower than the angels .. a degree 
lower, as if they were dukes and we were marquises; one would think, I say, 
that this were all his meaning, and that it is applied to Christ only by way of 
allusion. But the truth is, the apostle bringeth it in to prove and to convince 
these Hebrews, to whom he wrote, that that Psalm was meant of Christ, of 
that whom they expected to be the Messiah, the Man Christ Jesus .. This 
could not be Adam, it could not be the man that had this world in a state of 
innocency; much less had Adam all under his feet . .it was too great a 
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Level Five-Six Exegesis: The 'Son of Man' Reference. 

We turn our attention now to Psalm 8:5, the focus of much scholarly 
debate, which looks, superficially, like a literal, faithful translation. 

tl EanV av0pwnoc; on µtµVUOK1J ClUtOU ll ULOc; av0pWTIOU on 
ETILOKETitlJ aur6v 

Some have argued for a messianic interpretation while others are 
more cautious. 71 Schaper, ignoring the "slightly unusual" translations 
elsewhere, marshals two pieces of evidence in favour of messianic 
exegesis, namely Ps. 79:16b and Num. 24:17.72 To this we add Dan. 
7. Schaper argues for deliberate messianisation of Ps. 79: 16b firstly, 
because of close verbal similarities with psalm 8:5,73 secondly, in 
order to stress the messianic concept which was induced by solemn 
repetition, thirdly, on account of the Targumist translation 'King 
Messiah', fourthly due to the influence of the Danielic Son of Man 
concept, fifthly, on the basis of contemporaneous scribal hermeneutic 

vassalage for Adam to have the creatures thus bow to him. But they are thus 
to Jesus Christ, angels and all; they are under his feet, he is far above them 
.. Take all the monarchs in the world. They never conquered the whole 
world; there never was any one man that was a sinner that had all subject to 
him .. So now it remaineth that it is only Christ, God-Man, that is meant in 
Psalm viii .. He quoteth this very Psalm which speaks of himself; and Paul, 
by his warrant, and perhaps from that hint, doth thus argue out of it, and 
convince the Jews by it." 
71 Schaper, p. 76. 
72

Ibid, p. 77. 
73 

Ibid, p. 77, argues that since ii'El is combined with ~itq:: in psalm 8:5, 
and with ~iiq:: in Ps. 79:18, when ip5l was observed in 79:16b, it seemed 
reasonable to interpret 1El~ in light of psalm 8:5 under the rubric uloc; 
&v0pwnrn;.' 
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principles,74 and finally, because at this time such language carried 
messianic connotations. 

Though the rewording itself is not fully persuasive we concur with 
Schaper for the following reasons. Firstly, as already noted, there is 
evidence that Danielic intertextuality influenced the STP. Secondly 
in addition to the need for solemnity, repetition serves to form an 
inclusio, which thereby stresses the need for God to install His King 
on a throne of power by way of revitalizing the Kingdom-in-crisis. 
Thirdly the deliberate setting of this psalm in a post-exilic context of 
apparent Davidic Covenant failure, as evidenced by the addition to 
the LXX superscription,75appears to be an attempt to generate 
messianic speculation.76 Fourthly the references to Yahweh's 'right 
hand man' cannot be considered without reference to Ps. 109.77 

Fifthly given David's response to the covenant oracle,78 the use of 

74
Ibid, p. 98-99. 

75
The LXX roots this psalm in the historical context of the destruction of 

Samaria by Sennacherib in 722 B.C., and therefore the post-exilic period. 
This trauma of exile and failure of monarchical institutions, by this time 
north and south of the border, sets the interpretative agenda for the STP. 
The Kingdom which had been divided is now decimated and soon to be 
destroyed. Kingship is in crisis. In light of the Davidic Covenant, his 
readers must look for Messiah. 
76 

See M. Tate, Psalms 51-100 (WBC 20; Dallas: Word, 1990), pp. 308-312 
for a discussion of diachronic (which suggest a number of pre-monarchic, 
pre-exilic & post-exilic contributions) and synchronic approaches (a 
northern or southern composition lamenting the destruction of Shiloh [pre
exilic] or Samaria [post-exilic] or failure of Josianic reforms [pre-exilic ]). 
77 

Since Ps. 8 has close affinities with Ps. 2, which itself contains messianic 
exegesis, references to the right hand of Yahweh naturally conjure up the 
unforgettable portrayal of Messiah enthroned in power, in Ps. 109. We 
cannot doubt that this also, therefore, was a controlling theological factor in 
the translation of Ps. 79: l 6b. I have discussed probable messianisation at 
the macroscopic level in the fascinating Ps. 109. Those interested should 
consult pp. 68-87 of my dissertation. 
78 2 Sam. 7:19, 20, 21, 26, 27, 28 and 29. 
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cSouA.rn; may well be an intentional reference to the Davidic Line as 
the representatives of Israel whose fate is bound up with His. Is it 
beyond the bounds of credibility to postulate that STP is suggesting 
the need for a Son with whom Yahweh is well pleased? 

In light of this it is helpful to examine Schaper' s first point, namely 
the importance of the verb ip.: both in Ps. 8:5 and Ps. 79: l 6b. While 
hebraists have long recognised the difficulty in determining the 
precise meaning of this word, what is significant for this present 
discussion is that the frequently attested meaning "carefully examine, 
attend to, take note of, with the intention of responding appropriately 
.. is most often found with God as subject .. whether to bestow divine 
blessing or judgment."79 It quickly becomes apparent, when its MT 
usage is surveyed, that the twin themes of salvation or judgment are 
set within a covenantal framework. 80 It would not be unreasonable to 
suggest that both in Ps. 8:5 and Ps. 79:16b what is in view is another 
divine visitation, not this time in exile, but in a second Exodus. This 
would be entirely in keeping with the twin themes of judgment and 
salvation already enunciated in the preface to the Psalter, 81 and sheds 
light on later NT Exodus references, like Luke 9:31 and Rev. 15:1-4. 

It is helpful to reappraise Ps. 8:5 in light of the prayer offered by 
David in response to the Nathan Covenant Oracle, recorded in 2 
Sam. 7:18. 

',:i 'n':;i 'P1 ';ii;i~ ~~'il'C 'Slt;I 'P i~N;1 ;i_p~ :i!li, :.~~J "11';1 1'?P::i 'Nj;1 
c7::nl.1 'l(jN':.;:') 

79
T.F. Williams, '"1p.:' in NIDOTTE (Vol. 3), p. 659. 

80one major focus is the Israelite Exodus, when Yahweh visits his people in 
accordance with His Patriarchal Promises. Another is the punishment of 
God's people in accordance with the curses of the Sinaitic covenant. See for 
example Gen. 50:24-25, Exod. 3:16, 4:31, 13:19, 20:5, 30:12, 32:34, 34:7, 
Lev 18:25, 26:16 and Deut. 5:9. 
81 Dissertation, pp. 21-33. 
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Kai. ELofJA.0Ev o f3aoLAEu<; ~cxuLli Kai. EKa0wEv (:vwmov Kuptou 
KCXL ELTTEV i;Li;; ELµL (:yu) KUpLE µou KUpLE KCXL i;Li;; o olKo<; µou 
on ~YclTTT)Kcl<; µE EW<; l:OU'l:WV 

This language, though not precisely parallel, is not far removed, in 
style or content, from the bold exclamations of Ps. 8:5. If the words 
attributed to David are a poetic rendition of his prayer of gratitude, it 
would be natural to understand them messianically at a later time of 
Covenant crisis. This is especially so given the centrality ascribed to 
the Davidic Covenant in the Psalms. 82 It suggests that STP is 
fostering expectation of a divine salvific/judicial visitation, through 
the installation of the eschatological King. 

Several scholars argue that Greek Num. 24: 17, one of the great LXX 
messianic texts, 83 proves conclusively that civepwTio~ was already an 
established designation for Messiah. 84 However, such messianisation 
belongs to reception history and later interpretation. 85 Morpheme 
mapping and lexical analysis reveals that civepwTio~ is evidently little 
more than a stock equivalent. Cox rightly wonders "What other 
Greek word did we expect for Cli~ in 8.5?"86 While the context 
certainly imparts a messianic flavour, also present in the Hebrew, 

82
Note, for example, how Ps. 88 is strategically placed at the end of Book 3, 

a key Royal Seam, just prior to the enthronement psalms. 
83

Scha_per, pp. 117-118, citing Brownlee. 
84

/bid, p. 118, writes on the basis of the Greek translation, Qurnran, and 
comparison with Numbers 24:7 " .. we can therefore assume that the concept 
of a messianic saviour figure referred to as av0pwrro<; was firmly established 
in second century Judaism." See also W. Horbury, 'Messianic Associations 
of the "Son of Man"', JSNTS, p. 414. 
85

J. Lust, 'The Greek Version of Balaam's Third and Fourth Oracles. The 
av0pwrro<; in Num. 24:7 and 17. Messianism and Lexicography' in: L. 
Greenspoon and 0. Munnich (eds.), IOSCS Congress Volume 8, 1992 
(SBLSCS 41; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995), pp. 233-257. 
86c.E. Cox, 'Schaper's Eschatology Meets Kraus's Theology Of The 
Psalms' in: R.J.V. Hiebert, C.E. Cox & P.J. Gentry (eds.), Old Greek 
Psalter, pp. 289-311, on p. 296. 
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nothing indicates that the Greek reaches beyond literal rendition. 
While it might be argued that STP deliberately translates different 
Hebrew words by the same Greek equivalent for messianic purposes, 
this tendency is in keeping with his normal practice of eliminating 
variety (see comment on the double use of ouvaµL~ in Dissertation, 
pp. 80-81 ). Messianisation must be established on firmer grounds. 

Intertexuality within the Psalter is also important. A brief overview 
of Pss. 1-8 hints that STP intended Ps. 8 to function messianically. If 
we are correct in our belief that the preface to the Greek Psalter 
reflects messianising tendencies, then Ps. 3-7 play out, in dramatic 
fashion, the struggles of Messiah with his enemies, under the rubric 
of Davidic Kingship. 87 Ps. 8 provides a fitting conclusion to the 
opening sequence, 88 and elucidates later NT usage of this psalm. 89 

There are also important intertextual links with other key Pss. 2 and 
109.90 All this suggests that STP intended Ps. 8 to be understood 

87
This is indicated, for example, in Ps. 3, a Davidic psalm, whose subject 

matter is strikingly similar. Here the Christ is surrounded by hostile 
enemies, v2a & 8b, and people v7a, who are united, v7b, in insurrection 
against Him, v2b. The King is confident that when prayer is answered from 
God's holy hill, v5b, that his head will be elevated v4b and the wicked 
broken v8c (c.f. Ps. 2:1, 6, 9 & 10). While the thematic similarities are not 
so marked in Ps. 4, another Davidic psalm, it follows on from Ps. 3 
logically, as a further expression of trust and confidence in the king's 
deliverance and vindication 3:3, 5 & 9 and 4:4, 6, 9. Ps. 5, again a Davidic 
composition, returns to the theme of hostility. Appeals are made to the 
heavenly King 5:3, in the holy hill 5:8c, for deliverance from enemies 
whose counsel of rebellion, 5:lla, directed, through the person of David, at 
God himself 5:1 lb. Ps. 6 continues the theme of Yahweh's deliverance 
from the enemies of the king in 6: 11. Ps. 7 has the final overthrow of royal 
of position in the eschatologicaljudgment in view 7:7-10. 
8 

Ps. 8 can be seen as a private celebration, by the Davidic king, of the 
marvellous divine plan 8:2, and of the deliverance 8:3, care 8:5, humiliation 
8:6a, coronation 8:6b and eschatological reign 8:7-9 of Messiah. 
89 

E.g. 1 Cor. 15:24-28 & Heb. 2:5-9. 
9
°Firstly, all three compositions derive from the Davidic corpus. Secondly, 

each deals with the subjugation of enemies, 2:9, 8:3 and 109: 1. Thirdly, the 
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messianically on the basis of intertextuality. If an explanation is 
needed as to why the definite article is omitted in Ps. 8, a number of 
arguments can be marshaled. Firstly it was unnecessary given the 
messianised superscription. Secondly if the Son of Man was indeed 
considered an official designation, as Schaper argues, it was 
unnecessary to precede this superhuman-messianic title with a 
definite article. Thirdly, as noted elsewhere, STP demonstrates 
flexibility with his use of the article. Fourthly, and most 
significantly, his aim was not to conclude a search but create an 
expectation. Did he feel that it was inappropriate, at this juncture in 
Israelite history, to spell out what lay in the future and yet remained 
shadowy? 

In summary, while conceding that 'son of man' is ambiguous, Elc; rn 
n=A.oc; was inserted by STP as both an eschatological marker and 
interpretative key, a thesis confirmed by marked intertextuality. This 
argues forcibly for eschatological, messianic exegesis,91 and was 
probably motivated by STP's understanding of the Hebrew text in 
light of Davidic demise, theological influences of other OT writings 
like Daniel, and contemporaneous messianic speculation. 

Level 1 Exegesis: An Irregular Pattern of Verb Translation. 

The standard method of STP is to render preformatives with future 
indicatives and postformatives with aorist indicatives. The pattern of 
treatment of verbals that emerges from LXX Psalm 8 deviates 
markedly from the norm. While we should be cautious about our 
conclusions, in view of the small sample size, the likelihood that STP 
translated several of these short psalms at one sitting, or within a 
short period, points towards exegetical significance. 

rule of the Davidic king is asserted uniformly in 2:6, 8 & 11, 8:6-10 and 
109:3. Fourthly,judgment also is asserted, 2:12, 109:5-6 and implied in 8:2 
& 6a. Both Ps. 2 & 109 should be regarded as Messianic in Hebrew (see pp. 
22 & 69) which are then further messianised by STP. The links between 
these Psalms were noted some time ago by Lindars. 
91 I have discussed this matter at length in pp. 117-122 of my dissertation. 
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A good example is found in 2b~ where aorist passive E1T11pe11 replaces 
an imperative, though this might be expected in light of the awkward 
Hebrew syntax and sense. However in v3a Ka.-r11pnow looks like an 
attempt to stress the certainty of messiah' s election to lordship by 
divine decree. This verb occurs in only two books of the Hebrew 
canon Ezra and Psalms: in the former it carries the meaning 'to 
furnish or complete a decree.' In the latter, in Ps. 8:3, 10:3, 16:5, 
17:34, 28:9, 39:7, 67: 10, 73: 16, 79: 16, 88:38, it translates a variety of 
Hebrew verbs in a generally predictable fashion, yet on one isolated 
occasion renders the Vorlage in a surprising way, namely in 28:9. 

Ps. 28:9 <f>wv~ Kup[ou Kcmxpn(oµEvou EA&.<f>orn; Kcxl. 
ci:noKcxA.ulJln 6puµouc; Kcxl. Ev rc.\) vcxc.\) cxt'rcou niic; nc; AEYH 
66~av 

The rendition of Brenton " .. the voice of the Lord strengthens the 
binds" recognises the exegetical nature of this translation equivalent. 
I have argued elsewhere92 that this verb was selected by the STP to 
forge a verbal link with Ps. 17, another Davidic, theophanic, 
eschatogical, enthronement psalm, on the basis of thematic 
connection with Mic. 4:12-13 and Isa. 41:15, which refer to a 
pulverising judgement of the enemies of God.93 In the Psalter it 
becomes a semi-technical expression for the notion of establishment, 
by divine decree, of creation, church and Christ, almost invariably 
with the idea of permanence and certainty. Its use here, though a 
possible translational equivalent, is not the way the qal form of the 
Hebrew verb ;:::· is usually translated in the psalms: it occurs eight 
times, in Ps. 8:3, 24:2, 78:69, 89:12, 102:26, 104:5, 104:8, 119:15 
(all MT), and seven times the STP selects 9EµEA.rnw. While this may 
be simply a stylistic choice in light of the use of this same verb in 
v4b11, and not therefore unarguable evidence of messianic exegesis, 

92 o· . 55 1ssertatlon, p. . 
93 Ibid, pp. 53-67. 
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at very least it supports messianisation in favourable contexts, and 
therefore, in context of Ps. 8, signals messianic intention. 

The selection of Greek present tenses for preformatives in v5aE 
µtµvnoKTI and v5bE ETILKE1T't1J throws up two main alternatives: either 
it indicates flexible usage of Greek tenses as context requires, or it 
represents an interpretative move. This might reflect a conviction 
that, in light of the apparent failure of the Davidic Covenant, 
Yahweh has not yet finished with mankind. In other words the 
present tense is chosen to reaffirm the abiding, ongoing, efficacious 
nature of covenantal promises entrusted to Adam, Abraham and 
David, of a future redeemer, saviour and king. 

An aorist for a waw-consecutive imperfect in v6aap is as anticipated. 
However, the representation of Hebrew preformatives by Greek 
aorists in v6bE fowjiavwaac; and v7ap Ka'tEO'tT]oac; looks suspiciously 
like a further attempt to assert the establishment of messianic rule. 
Firstly it is highly significant that this is precisely the same verb that 
the Christ uses of himself and the establishment of his reign in Ps 
2:6ay. Secondly, in the LXX Pentateuch, the qal form of i:i~~ is 
always rendered by apxw or Kuptow, for example in Gen. 1:18, 3:16, 
4:7, 24:2, 37:8, 45:8,26; Exod. 21:8; and Deut. 15:6, 28:37. Thirdly, 
in the Psalter, the qal form of i:i~~, is otherwise always rendered by 
KUptow or Ka'ta.KUptow 19:14 & 106:41, 0E01TO(W 22:29, 59:14, 67:7, 
89:10, 103:19, or apxw 105:20,21 (all MT), except on this single 
occasion. The burden of proof rests with those who deny an 
exegetical move on the part of STP: it points to his firm belief that 
the future reign of the Israelite Messiah is assured, in line with Ps. 
2:6. If this deduction is correct, it forges a verbal link between these 
two key Pss. 2 and 8. 

Level Two-Three Exegesis: Miscellaneous Words in v2ba-n. 

The STP equivalent unEpavw v2bT] looks promising also. Careful 
analysis shows that prepositions are rendered with standard Greek 
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equivalents in vla,cS, v2aiiT], v2bT], v3aa, v3ba, v6aT], v7acS, v7by, and 
v 1 OiiT]. The use of the preposition in v lp has already been discussed. 
The choice of U1TEpcww for '?~ in v2bT] does not appear innocent. 

Firstly U1TEpavw is not a stock equivalent. This preposition occurs 
rarely in the LXX, only twice in the Pentateuch and three times in the 
Psalms. On one occasion the LXX deviates from the MT, in Ps. 73:5, 
though translation of the preposition is comprehensible.94 On all 
other occasions it denotes the Hebrew preposition '?~. However, in 
spite of this, '?~ occurs in the MT three thousand five hundred and 
sixty-seven times. Clearly U1TEpavw is a rare translation equivalent. 

Secondly, U1TEpcww, when it occurs in the LP, is used in contexts that 
signify the promised, triumphant, glorious, exaltation of the people 
of God over the nations and their enemies. It occurs twenty-five 
times in the canonical LXX (Deut. 26:19; 28:1; Neh. 12:38f; Est. 
4:17; Ps. 8:2; 73:5; 148:4; Mic. 4:1; Jon. 4:6; Hag. 2:15; Mal. 1:5; 
Isa. 2:2; Ezek. 8:2; 10:19; 11:22; 43:15; Dan. 3:46). Thayer, Liddel
Scott, Friburg & Louw-Nida unanimously assert that U1TEpavw 
implies exaltation in one of two senses, namely location or status, 
rank and power. While locational exaltation is certainly in view in 
Nehemiah & Jonah contexts, there are notable instances where the 
status or victory motif predominates, particularly Mic. 4:1, Isa 2:2 
and, more significantly, in Deut, 26: 19 & 28: 1. Here it translates the 
ubiquitous MT preposition '?JJ, a rare LP non-stock equivalent. 
Review of the prophetic texts in question is informative: 

Mic. 4: 1 refers to the eschaton in which the messianic kingdom, as a 
result of international super-exaltation, will prove a magnetic 
attraction to Gentiles who stream to the Holy City. Isa. 2:2 speaks in 
parallel terms about the last days restoration of the Kingdom of God. 

94 
The MT nil?':l"'!i? flY-'1?9? :i7~,7?7 K~:l~~ 11-:rr, :niz:ij,t CJ;1hiK io,~ iJ~iO 

Y1i?.:l i''J"'!i>, i~l'.t~ of Ps. 74:4-5 is rendered rnl. EVEKaux~oavrn oi µwouvi:Ec; 
oE EV µfo41 i:f}c; EOptf}c; oou E'.9Evto i:a oriµEi.a m'.m;)v oriwi.a rnl. ouK 
E'.yvwaav we; de; 'C~V E'Lao6ov UTTE pavw 
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C:'i:;try ~ic:i:;i. '1i::;~ ~p'-n':;i i;;J ;i~;i; C:'~;::i n'Jl'.)i:t:;i. 1 ;:::;ii Mic. 4: 1 
:C:'~~ 1',7~ i:i::m nip?lO IC1'.I IC,fpl1 

Mic. 4: 1 KO:L fotm i:n' Eaxa:rwv tWV ~µEpwv E:µ<f>o:vEc; to opoc; 
toii KUpLOU ErOLµov ETIL tac; Kopu<f>ac; tWV opEWV KIXL 
µEtEwpw0~oEto:L unEpavw twv pouvwv Ko:\. onEfoouow npoc; 
auto A.ao[ 

ic,tp;i C:'i:;t0 ~ic:i:.i ;i1;i;-n':;i i:;1 ;i';:i,' Ji:~ C:'~;::i n'JOl'.t:!l 1 ;::::i1 Isa. 2 :2 
:c,'i•::i-':l:;i i','?~ 1:im1 nip?~~ 

Isa. 2:2 Otl Eato:L EV ro:'ic; EaXUto:Lc; ~µEpo:Lc; E:µ<f>o:vEc; to opoc; 
KUpLOU KO:L 0 otKoc; toii 0EOU ETI' aKpwv tWV opEWV KO:L 
uljlw0~0Eto:L UTIEpavw tWV pouvwv KO:L ~~OUOLV En' O:UtO 
ncf.vto: ta E10vTJ 

This alone is not significant. However the fact that the translator of 
the LXX prophetic material chose the same preposition as LXX Ps. 
8:2 for a similar Isaianic Hebrew preposition, and a different 
separative particle o in Mic. 4: l, points to recognition of commonly 
themed exaltation material among scribal circles in which the STP 
mixed. STP may have chosen U1TEpavw to connect the prophetic 
messianic hope with the exaltation of King Messiah in Psalm 8: 
what, after all, does it mean for an eschatological Kingdom to be 
rulerless and rudderless, if, to the biblical mind, every ancient 
dominion required a Sovereign King to establish its reign? How 
natural then, given the Davidic promises, (apparent in Mic. 5 & Isa 9, 
55), for STP to distil the messianic hope of a conquering King/ Adam 
already latent in Hebrew Psalm 8. 

Two Pentateuchal texts, which both employ the preposition U1TEpavw 
cement the case for messianic exegesis, namely Deut. 26: 19 & 28: 1. 

n~Eln':l1 c:y,i':l1 ;i,'p;in':l ;i9f i?~ c'i•::i-':l:;i ':lJi Ji;i,l1 ;inn':l~ Deut. 26: 19 
:;;i.; i?IS~ 1'[1"\5 ;:1;i'~ ~:ii?-Cl¥ '.ln';i~1 

Deut. 26:19 KIXL ELVO:L OE UTIEpavw navtwv tWV E:evwv we; 
ETIOLTJOEV oE 6voµo:otov rnl. KO:UXT]µo: KO:L M~o:ot6v Elva[ OE 
A.aov aywv Kup[qi tQ 0EQ oou Ko:0wc; EAfXAT]OEV 
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niil1!1~ i~w':l 1':::i"~ :'lV,~ '':lip:.i ll~~n ¥i~~-cN :i~:;ii Deut. 28: 1 
':ll.1 Ji;i,p 1'~"~ ;:1:i' ~i~i1 ci:;:r 11¥7? ',::Ji;t ,~~ 1'J;'liii~-i,f-n~ 

=n~::i '.';;-i,f 

Deut. 28: 1 KIXL Eata.L we; av &La~fitE tOV IopMvriv EL<; t~V 
yfiv ~v KUpLoc; 6 8Eoc; uµwv l)(/)(.uoLV uµl.v EcXV cXKOtj 
ELOO'.KOUoT}tE tfic; <j>wvfic; Kup(ou toU emu uµwv <j>uMiooHv KO'.L 
noLEl.v mioac; tac; E:vtoA.&c; autou &c; E:yw EVtEHoµa( ooL 
o~µEpov KO'.L &woH OE KUpLOc; 6 8Eoc; oou UTIEpavw TicXVtWV 
twv E8vwv tfic; yfic; 

The immediate context of both passages is covenant curse and 
blessing, which Moses explicates to Israel on the verge of Canaan. 
Disobedience will lead to imprecation & defeat, while covenant 
fidelity will result in global dominion and national royal triumph. 
Interpretation must properly, however, give due weight to the wider 
Pentateuchal context, which focuses on the messianic promises and 
Abrahamic Covenant, as Kaiser and Alexander have noted. The 
choice of this rare preposition of super-exaltation in Ps. 8, the 
previous utilization of U1TEpcxvw in Deut., and intertextual links with 
the MT of Isa 2:2 and Mal 4:1, make a cumulative case for 
messianisation of Psalm 8. STP advances a super-exalted human 
Davidic descendent as the ultimate answer to the sin problem and 
divine eschatological ruler, as McConville suggests.95 I tentatively 
suggest that STP intentionally employs deuteronornic vocabulary and 
themes to identify national conquest with coming messiah' s victory 
and his subjugation of the nations on behalf of Israel. This theme, 

951.G. McConville, Deuteronomy (AOTC; Downers Grove/Leicester: IVP, 
2002), pp. 382-383, believes that Deu. 26: 19 suggests a universalistic 
eschatological role for Israel exalted among the nations. "The implication of 
universal salvation is left to other parts of the OT to draw out more fully. 
The lines from the present passage to Is. 55-66 are most noticeable, because 
of the vocabulary chain 'praise, name & glory' adopted there in a more 
scattered way. In that place there is an emphasis on newness .. and a strong 
sense of Yahweh's praise throughout the world, in language that can be 
seen as eschatological." We strongly agree: McConville is not the first to 
pick up on this intertextual thread which was noticed long before by the 
STP. 
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illuminatingly, has been picked up in two of the three rare NT uses of 
this preposition, namely Eph. 1 :21 and 4: 10, and expounded along 
the lines we have suggested, as Lincolns notes.96 

Eph. 1 :21 UTIEpavw naoT]c; apxfic; KIXL E~ouo(ac; KIXL 
ouvaµEwc; KIXL KUpLOtT]tOc; KIXL navtoc; 6v6µatoc; 
ovoµa(oµEVOU, OU µ6vov EV t<.\) IXLWVL tOUtl\) &A.A.Cc KaL EV 
t<.\) µEUovn· 

Eph. 4: 10 0 Katapac; aut6c; EotLV KIXL 0 avapac; UTIEpavw 
navtwv twv oupavwv, '(va TIAT]pWolJ ta navta. 

More work needs to be done on related themes and vocabulary, but 
this is beyond the scope of this paper. 

This view is affirmed in the STP rendition of ;:~n in 2bp. In LP & 
STP the imperative form of 1m is used on seven occasions (Gen 
30:26, 42:37; Num. 11:13, 27:4; Psa. 69:28, 86:16 (MT)). Except on 
this occasion, it is uniformly rendered by an imperatival form of 
chcSwµt (five times) or npooneriµt (once). Here the choice of the 
atypical aorist passive form of ETiatpw signals exegetical intent. A 
plea for redemption through the exaltation of divine glory is replaced 
by prophetic certainty of future exaltation of David's messianic line. 

This accords with the translation of the relative pronoun i~N by the 
Greek particle on. Though the relative pronoun occurs ninety-four 
times in the Hebrew Psalms, it is rendered by STP by on on only six 
occasions. Most occurrences are rendered by a relative pronoun, 
indefinite pronoun, participle, substantive, and less commonly by 
yap twice, we; on a few occasions, a positional particle and once by a 
preposition. While the STP uses his exegetical discretion to best suit 
the meaning, on is not a stock equivalent but a deviation from his 
normal strict one-to-one morphological correspondence. It is 
interesting to note also that when on appears in LPs (Psa. 8 :2, 31 : 7, 

96 A.I. Lincolns, Ephesians (WBC 42; Dallas; Word, 1990), pp. 63-64, 67-
68 & 79. 
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95:4, 95:5, 119:158 & 139:20), it always has a causal sense. This 
suggests that STP establishes a causal relationship between the praise 
of Yahweh and exaltation of messiah or a perfect, Davidic, messianic 
human. However, given the fact that on occurs some four hundred 
and one times in the Greek Psalter, caution should be exercised: 
cursory examination of its occurrences in Psalm 8-9 reveals that it is 
usually a stock translation for '::i, being used once as a marker of 
indirect speech, 9:21, for clear syntactical reasons - this is not the 
case in 8:2 where a causal interpretation is intended. 

This is bolstered by the verb Emnpw which can only be described as 
a surprising equivalent for 1nl. The passive sense is "be lifted up," 
"be taken up" or "exaltation to heaven of those who endured."97 

Within the biblical canon this verb is generally used absolutely or 
with a direct object, but when used with an indirect object is 
followed by the simple dative case or a preposition (Ps. 46: 10, 73:3, 
74:6, 133:2; Lk 6:20, 18:13; Jn 12:1, 13:18; Acts 1:2; 27:40; 2 Cor 
10:5). It is fascinating to discover that on no other occasion is 
UTIEpavw used. While not by itself significant, for the context of 
super-exaltation itself warrants a strengthened preposition, exegesis 
is made probable by the fact that, with few exceptions, in other texts 
where the exaltation of God or the Hebrew preposition i,.l7 is 
employed, STP chose a stock equivalent Em: UTIEpavw in this instance 
connotes messianic superexaltation. From this perspective Acts 1 :2 
looks like a veiled reference to the exaltation of Messiah Jesus in 
terms of Ps. 8:2, though this belongs to reception history. 

Kai. mum El 1TWV ~AE1TOVtWV autwv Em]p6T] K<XL VEcpEAT] 
U1TfAa~EV autov &no tWV ocp6aA.µwv autwv. 

97 So F. Reinicker, A Linguistic Key to the Greek New Testament (trans. 
C.L. Rogers Jnr.; Zondervan; Grand Rapids: 1980), p. 263-264. BAG. 
TDNT and NIDNTT have no entry for the passive sense. LS's 'be roused, 
excited, elated' has little bearing on the discussion. 
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I believe a strong case has been made for messianic exegesis at the 
verbal level which amounts to phrasal level interpretation, in the 
choice of preposition and vocabulary ofv2ba-T]. 

Conclusions 

Given the scope and complexity of my task, many unexplored 
intertextual connections, small sample size, and fragmentary nature 
of the evidence, this study inevitably suffers from an unsatisfying 
degree of incompleteness. Since much more could be said on the 
translation of Ps. 8, any conclusions are necessarily provisional, and 
open to revision at a later date if evidence so demands. 

Firstly a significant body of evidence argues a strong cumulative 
case for deliberate messianisation of Greek Ps. 8. That the STP did 
not messianise every verse is exactly what we might expect, and 
quite in keeping with his default literal method. His nuanced, robust, 
theology fosters hope in a multi-tasking Messiah, presented as a 
perfect Davidic King (pp. 26-27) who both embodies Israelite 
eschatological hope for international super-exaltation and dominance 
& establishes divine durable reign (p. 24). The Son of Man figure, 
well known to Daniel readers (pp. 21-22), will defeat God's enemies, 
trample them in His winepress, as Adam's rightful heir (pp. 18-20) & 
restore Israelite institutions (pp. 15-16). There is both literal 
translation and lateral thinking. 

Secondly while minimalists like Pietersma reduce exegesis to three 
levels only, a fairer reading of the evidence unearths messianisation 
on six to seven levels. Intertestamental, rabbinical, apostolic, and 
patristic writers bear witness to the success of STP in this respect if 
indeed this was in mind as he translated the Hebrew Psalter. 

Thirdly, there is evidently scope for further study along a number of 
lines: a 'medialist' commentary on the LXX Psalter, with particular 
focus on intertextuality, both as a supplement to the minimalist 
production of Albert Pietersma, and to iron-out the weaknesses in the 
provocative volume of Schaper, is urgently needed; commentaries on 
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other books of the LXX would serve as an invaluable tool for 
research on the Septuagint, Psalter, and messianic & biblical studies 
more generally; future investigation into messianisation of 
superscriptions, messianic intertextuality, in depth treatment of 
individual psalms, and a comprehensive messianic theology of the 
Greek Psalter, are fields of research which should prove stimulating, 
fruitful and invaluable. I will be most gratified if this paper 
stimulates research in any or all of these fields. 

Soli Deo Gloria. 
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